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IS GIG GOOD?
Leveraging Alternative Last Mile Logistics
to Succeed in the Gig Economy

In the rising gig
economy, hiring
flexible, as-needed
delivery drivers
greatly expands
retail businesses’
reach, volume
and speed.



According to an article in Logistics
Management, by 2025, same-day and
instant delivery will account for about 20%
of standard parcel revenue.
Consumer demand for online shopping
and ultra-fast delivery has sharply
increased since the COVID-19 pandemic,
and experts predict the percent of e-retail
sales worldwide will continue to rise
through 2024.
However, traditional delivery networks
provide sluggish services, leaving savvy
retailers to consider alternative last mile
solutions.
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According to Logistics
Management, by 2025, sameday and instant delivery will
account for about 20% of
standard parcel revenue.
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Despite the rush to use gig, retailers solely reliant on the gig/crowd delivery isn’t the best
strategy. It’s not surprising that retailers need better management of their sprawling and
diverse network, but it requires the right last mile partner, proper structure, technology, and
oversight, which is tough in a gig delivery network. They just don’t work that way!
But innovative logistics companies that maximize all resources—not just crowdsourcingimplement best practices and manage an extensive delivery network for their retail clients. For
some retailers, onboarding this solution will be the difference between failure and success in
last mile delivery and the customer experience.
WHAT IS THE GIG ECONOMY IN
RETAIL?
Full-time workers who receive
accompanying benefits fuel the traditional
economy. These invested employees
focus on career development and depend
on their employers. But in a strictly gig
economy, the balance shifts toward a
greater number of temporary, flexible jobs
that independent contractors (gig workers)
fill on an as-needed basis. That’s because
gig workers, also known as freelancers or
independent contractors, aren’t on the
payroll, don’t typically receive benefits, and
usually aren’t bound by a contract. Their
services are enlisted as needed, and many
of them work remotely through an online
platform, often from home.
According to Statista, 59 million people
participated in freelance work during 2020,
and the number has been increasing since
2014.

Initially, gig work rose to prominence as a
way for employed workers to make extra
money on the side and was often referred
to as a “side gig” or “side hustle.” But
according to recent studies, over half of the
gig workers surveyed received education
beyond high school, making them more
educated than the general population.
Skilled and educated workers often view
gig work as the means to earn the income
they need while maintaining freedom and
flexibility. But freelancers and independent
contractors aren’t the only ones reaping the
benefits of the gig economy. Retailers do as
well. But there are drawbacks, too.
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PITFALLS OF A GIG-DRIVEN ECONOMY FOR RETAILERS
While the gig economy meets many needs for the retailer, worker, and consumer, it’s not
without its challenges. Gig workers often aren’t as invested in the job as a full-time employee,
so they aren’t as willing to go the extra mile for it. Concerns about preserving brand image and
elevating the customer experience don’t come into play with many gig workers. Also, often
gig workers aren’t vetted as carefully as their full-time counterparts, leaving their employers
wondering exactly what type of gig worker they have out there representing their brand.
In addition to all of that, managing a large, dispersed, and loosely connected group of gig
workers can be a nightmare to monitor and manage. As merchants amass a more extensive
network of independent contractors, managing that network becomes a more and more of a
strain on time and resources.
If a solution isn’t quickly found, customer service, sales, and profits soon take the hit. That’s
why every gig worker should be thoroughly vetted and supervised, and companies should
coordinate their services with other contractors in the delivery network. This requires careful
administration and accompanying technology to ensure efficient management of a gig
workforce.
Big data, predictive analytics, and automation offer the most efficiency and customer
satisfaction, but not every company can implement and maintain these solutions themselves.
BEST PRACTICES FOR RUNNING AN ON-DEMAND DELIVERY NETWORK
I have a couple of tips for making your last mile network successful:
1. Companies that use a last mile partner should look for a great tech enabled platform to
help ensure the best delivery experience, not only for their customer but for the delivery pro.
GEODIS City Delivery uses a driver-enabled delivery application that tracks every package in
real time and provides SMS messaging to notify customers their package is on its way.
2. Preparation and driver training is critical to ensure deliveries are performed to meet the
demand and customer expectations. An effective onboarding process and continuous
training will drive the overall last mile program success. For the gig driver, this isn’t possible
due to they’re considered an Independent Contractor, so retailers are at great risk when
relying on gig for same day deliveries.
But all-in-one solutions exist for companies who want to reap the benefits without solely
relying on gig. GEODIS City Delivery offers turn-key solutions for last mile delivery,
removing the burden of managing a gig delivery network.
FREELANCERS IN THE US FROM 2014 - 2020
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HOW TO PARTNER WITH AN
INNOVATIVE LAST MILE PARTNER
More and more retailers are feeling the
challenges of using the gig delivery network
and are looking for diversifying their last mile
partners. Rather than continue to feel the
pain and risk tarnishing their brand image,
retailers need to partner with a reputable,
well-established, technologically advanced
logistic company like GEODIS City Delivery.
What does GEODIS City Delivery offer
retailers in last mile delivery pros?
• Rigorous vetting process
• Easy onboarding and training
• Centralized digital platform for
management (GEODIS Zipline)
• Real-time tracking
• Driver mobile app (choose deliveries,
live map)
• Order and driver management
platform
• Customizable delivery zones
• Secure geolocation tracking
• Customer SMS notifications
• Same-day, next-day deliveries
• Real time POD (signature, photo)
• Easy integration

Click here to learn more about
GEODIS Zipline platform and For
more information about our last mile
delivery network, real-time
technology, and other solutions,
contact GEODIS City Delivery today.

